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HIGHLIGHTED ARTICLE
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A Novel Statistical Model to Estimate Host Genetic
Effects Affecting Disease Transmission
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28040, Spain and ‡Department of Veterinary Medicine, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB3 0ES, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT There is increasing recognition that genetic diversity can affect the spread of diseases, potentially affecting plant and livestock
disease control as well as the emergence of human disease outbreaks. Nevertheless, even though computational tools can guide the
control of infectious diseases, few epidemiological models can simultaneously accommodate the inherent individual heterogeneity in
multiple infectious disease traits influencing disease transmission, such as the frequently modeled propensity to become infected and
infectivity, which describes the host ability to transmit the infection to susceptible individuals. Furthermore, current quantitative genetic
models fail to fully capture the heritable variation in host infectivity, mainly because they cannot accommodate the nonlinear infection
dynamics underlying epidemiological data. We present in this article a novel statistical model and an inference method to estimate genetic
parameters associated with both host susceptibility and infectivity. Our methodology combines quantitative genetic models of social
interactions with stochastic processes to model the random, nonlinear, and dynamic nature of infections and uses adaptive Bayesian
computational techniques to estimate the model parameters. Results using simulated epidemic data show that our model can accurately
estimate heritabilities and genetic risks not only of susceptibility but also of infectivity, therefore exploring a trait whose heritable variation
is currently ignored in disease genetics and can greatly influence the spread of infectious diseases. Our proposed methodology offers
potential impacts in areas such as livestock disease control through selective breeding and also in predicting and controlling the
emergence of disease outbreaks in human populations.

KEYWORDS quantitative genetics; complex traits; disease resistance; Bayesian statistics; infectivity

INFECTIOUS disease constitutes a ubiquitous threat to
plants, livestock, and human populations. Apart from its

obvious impact on health and welfare of affected species and
its associated production losses, infectious disease in plants
and livestock also jeopardizes human food security and in-
ternational trade. Despite substantial advances in disease
diagnostics and medical interventions over recent years, the
need for effective prevention strategies continues to exist.

There is increasing recognition that host genetics play an
important role in the spread of infections within and between
populations (Springbett et al. 2003; O’Brien and Nelson
2004; Lively 2010) and that genetic disease control strategies
may offer a viable complement to epidemiological interven-
tions. Compared to most epidemiological interventions, ge-
netic control strategies are long-term, proactive (rather than
reactive), and less likely to cause undesirable side effects
such as environmental spillover or emergence of highly vir-
ulent or antimicrobial resistant pathogen strains (Gibson and
Bishop 2005; Kemper et al. 2013). Their potential benefits are
enhanced through the advent of high-throughput genomics,
which in principle allows identification of individuals with high
genetic risk purely based on their genetic material without ever
needing to expose them to infectious pathogens. It is therefore
not surprising that genetic improvement of disease resistance
has become a prime target in livestock and plant genomics
(Bishop and Woolliams 2014; Brooks-Pollock et al. 2015)
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and that prediction of genetic disease risk has become the
focus of human genome projects (Chapman and Hill 2012).
Nevertheless, theoretical evidence strongly indicates that
existing genetic analyses tools, which focus almost exclu-
sively on host resistance, capture only a fraction of the genetic
variation inherent in epidemiological data (Bishop et al. 2012;
Lipschutz-Powell et al. 2012a; Bishop and Woolliams 2014).

Epidemiological theory points to two key host traits affect-
ing the spreadof infectious diseases:host susceptibility, i.e., the
propensity to become infected upon contact with infectious
material, and host infectiousness, i.e., an individual’s ability
to transmit the infection (Lipschutz-Powell et al. 2014). The
latter is composed of three traits under potential genetic con-
trol: contact rate, duration of infectious period, and infec-
tivity, i.e., the ability to transmit infection per unit contact
(Lloyd-Smith et al. 2006). Genetic-epidemiological models
reveal that genetic heterogeneity in either trait can pro-
foundly affect disease spread in populations (Nath et al.
2008; Doeschl-Wilson et al. 2011) and that a priori identifi-
cation of highly susceptible or infectious individuals, e.g., by
their genetic makeup, would constitute powerful means to
prevent future disease outbreaks (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005;
Matthews et al. 2006). Using epidemiological tracing data,
Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005) established a link between recent
large-scale outbreaks and the presence of superspreaders
characterized by a small proportion of highly infectious indi-
viduals, thus providing evidence for phenotypic, although not
genetic, variation in infectiousness.

To date it is not known to what extent superspreading is
genetically determined as genetic parameters for infectiousness
cannotbeaccuratelyestimatedwithexistingquantitativegenetic
models (Lipschutz-Powell et al. 2012a,b, 2014). In particular,
infectivity is a trait expressed through social interactions, as it
affects the disease phenotype of group members rather than
that of the host expressing it. If subject to heritable variation,
infectivity can be defined as an indirect genetic effect (IGE), also
known as an associative or a social genetic effect (Griffing
1967). Similarly, as susceptible individuals are more likely to
become infected and thus also to transmit infection relative to
resistant individuals that do not become infected in the first
place, an individual’s susceptibility can be considered as an
IGE, as recently demonstrated by Anche et al. (2014). As such,
quantitative genetic models that account for IGEs may be used
to estimate genetic effects for either trait.

Although standard IGE models seem suitable to simulta-
neously evaluate whether susceptibility and infectivity are
under genetic control, Lipschutz-Powell et al. (2014) showed
that they underestimate infectivity genetic variances and
therefore cannot fully capture the whole genetic variation
underlying this trait: IGE models consider a linear relation-
ship between the phenotype and its direct and indirect
genetic effects and also assume that the phenotype of an in-
dividual is affected by the IGE of all the individual’s group
members (Bijma et al. 2007a). However, the binary disease
status (healthy/diseased) of an individual undergoing an ep-
idemic is a function of the interaction of its susceptibility and

the time-varying infection pressure exerted by the infected
individuals (Keeling and Rohani 2008). Hence, the linearity
and static nature of current IGE models are unrealistic
assumptions when dealing with the stochastic nonlinear dy-
namics underlying disease transmission. Building upon these
concepts of nonlinear disease dynamics, Lipschutz-Powell et al.
(2014) developed a genetic-epidemiological link function that
links the binary disease phenotype to underlying susceptibility
and infectivity. However, using this link function for statistical
inference has proved difficult (Doeschl-Wilson et al. 2014).

Due to the demand for large sample sizes that are character-
istic of quantitative genetic studies and often expensive labor-
intensiveandinaccuratediagnostics,epidemiologicaldatausually
come in binary form (healthy/diseased), measured either once
or several times throughout a fixed observation period. Thus,
genetic parameter estimates for host susceptibility and in-
fectivity would need to be inferred in the absence of infor-
mation of exact infection time or individual infection status.
Hierarchical Bayesian models have proved to be a powerful
approach for dealing with missing information and for ac-
commodating different layers of variation inherent in data
(Lindley and Smith 1972; Gianola and Fernando 1986), and
the development of Bayesian models together with related
computational algorithms to analyze epidemiological data has
gained momentum over the recent years (O’Neill and Roberts
1999; Dukic et al. 2012; Elderd et al. 2013; Brooks-Pollock et al.
2014; O’Hare et al. 2014). However, very few Bayesian models
for epidemiological data incorporate genetic information.

We develop in this article the first statistical model and its
Bayesian inferential method to accurately estimate host in-
fectivity and susceptibility genetic parameters from incom-
plete epidemiological data, under the assumption that both
traits are under polygenic control. The proposed model, here-
after denoted the dynamic nonlinear indirect genetic effects
(dnIGE) model, takes into account the nonlinear dynamic in-
teractions between susceptibility and infectivity and combines
quantitative genetic IGE models with key epidemiological
principles. For efficient estimation of the high-dimensional
vector of the dnIGE model parameters, an adaptive MCMC
algorithm is developed. Using data from simulated livestock
epidemics, we demonstrate that the proposed dnIGE model
provides accurate heritability estimates and predictions of
genetic risk for both susceptibility and infectivity for a range
of scenarios that are realistic for livestock populations, even
when infection times are not accurately known. Additionally,
we demonstrate that the dnIGE model can improve prediction
of susceptibility genetic risks when compared to the same pre-
dictions provided by models that do not account for genetic
variation in infectivity. Guidelines for data requirements and
future applications are also provided.

Materials and Methods

Data structure, definitions, and assumptions

The dnIGEmodel applies to infectious diseases that spread by
susceptible individuals becoming infected after an effective
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contact, which is the contact with infectious individuals or
infectious material shed by the infected individuals, resulting
in disease transmission. For simplicity of model development,
it is assumed at first that individuals can be immediately di-
agnosed as infected upon infection and also that they become
immediately infectious upon infection with no latency period
and remain infected throughout the epidemic. These are the
assumptions of the so-called susceptible-infective (SI) epidemi-
ological models (Keeling and Rohani 2008). Extensions of the
methodology to other epidemic scenarios are discussed later.

Theproposed statisticalmodel isfitted to infectious disease
data from P closed groups in which Nk individuals are allo-
cated, k ¼ 1; . . . ; P: We assume that the epidemics in all
closed groups are observed within a fixed interval ½0;T�;
where time 0 is the start of the observation period and T is
the final observation time. The observed epidemics in each
group can be triggered in natural outbreaks by individuals
that were infected before the start of the observation period
or, in the case of experimental infections in individuals, by the
introduction of artificially infected individuals in each group
at time t ¼ 0:Wedefine these individuals as index cases. Let tj
be the infection time and hj the index case indicator of indi-
vidual j, with hj ¼ 0 and tj ¼ 0 if j is an index case and hj ¼ 1
and tj . 0 otherwise, j ¼ 1; . . . ;N: Note that the infection
time of an infected individual j can be observed only if
tj 2 ½0;T�: For model development, it is assumed that
disease status can be periodically recorded at times
½t0 ¼ 0; t1; . . . ; tM21; tM ¼ T�; where M is the number of sam-
pling times. A diagramwith the structure of the infection data
considered to develop the dnIGE model is shown in Figure 1
for one of the closed groups.

Initially, we derive the method assuming that all infection
times are exactly known, given by t ¼ ½t1; . . . ; tI�⊤;where I is
the number of infecteds during ½0;T� in the population. After
deriving the dnIGE model for known infection times, we ex-
tend it for the case where the individual disease states are
observed only at sampling times ½t0 ¼ 0; t1; . . . ; tM21; tM ¼ T�:
Modeling the infection events accounting for genetic
heterogeneity in host susceptibility and infectivity: the
dnIGE model

Suppose that, at any time, all susceptibles can have effective
contacts with infectious individuals in the same group, where
effective contacts are defined by contacts resulting in disease
transmission.Assumingahomogeneouspopulation, thenumber
of effective contacts between a susceptible and an infectious
individual can be modeled by a Poisson process with effective
contact rate b. This effective contact rate is a transmission pa-
rameter, which combines several factors that affect disease
transmission and represents the etiology of the infection process
(Anderson and May 1991). The total number of effective con-
tacts of a susceptible individual j with I infectious individuals is
then the sum of individual Poisson processes with pairwise rate
b, which is also a Poisson process with rate bI (Ross 1996).

To account for individual heterogeneity in the infection
process due to differences in susceptibility and infectivity, we

consider these traits as individual deviations from the (aver-
age) pairwise effective contact rate b. In other words, the
effective contact rate between a susceptible individual j and
an infectious individual m is represented by gjbfm: Further-
more, defining pj as the group number of individual j, with
p ¼ ½p1; . . . ; pN �⊤; the time-varying infection rate of individual
j, j ¼ 1; . . . ;N; is

ljðtÞ ¼ gjb
X

k:pk¼pj

fklkðtÞ; (1)

where fk : pk ¼ pjg represents the set of all group mates of j
and lkðtÞ ¼ 1 if tk , t and 0 otherwise. Therefore, the time-
varying infection rate of a susceptible individual is a function
not only of the (population-level) transmission parameter b
but also of its susceptibility and the infectivity of its previ-
ously infected group mates.

In homogeneous populations, if setting gj and fk to unity,
ljðtÞ in (1) represents the density-dependent force of infection
(Keeling and Rohani 2008), which is the rate at which indi-
viduals get infected during an epidemic. The dnIGE model
assumes that the time-varying infection rate defined in (1) is
conditional on random frailty terms (Aalen et al. 2008) gj and
fk;which capture unobserved heterogeneity in host (relative)
susceptibility and host (relative) infectivity, respectively.
These frailty terms represent deviations from the population
parameter b, therefore accounting for individual variation in
the infection process. Hence, ljðtÞ can be viewed as the indi-
vidual force of infection at time t, and it captures individual
heterogeneity, population-mean effects, and the nonlinear
transmission dynamics of the infection process. The individ-
ual force of infection was also mathematically derived from
first principles assuming binary disease phenotypes (healthy/
diseased) in Lipschutz-Powell et al. (2014), where suscepti-
bility and infectivity were represented as probabilities.

To decompose the individual force of infection ljðtÞ into
genetic and nongenetic components, variance component

Figure 1 Structure of the infection data considered to develop the pro-
posed dnIGE model. Individual 1 is an index case, as t1 ¼ 0: Individual 2 is
not observed as infected during the observation time, since t2 . T : Also,
individual 3 is infected (diseased) at time t3 between sampling times t1
and t2; while the infection time of individual Nk is between sampling
times tM22 and tM21: When the infection times t1; . . . ; tN cannot be
exactly recorded, the model parameters can be estimated by using the
disease status (healthy/diseased) recorded at each of the sampling times
½t0 ¼ 0; t1; . . . ; tM21; tM ¼ T �:
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structures were assumed for gj and fj as follows. The suscep-
tibility of an individual j was modeled as

logðgjÞ ¼ ag; j þ eg; j; (2)

where ag; j is the additive genetic effect for susceptibility of
individual j and eg; j is its susceptibility environmental effect.
Note that average susceptibility effects are captured by the
population-level effective contact rate b in Equation 1. Since
infected index cases do not express susceptibility within the
observation period, Equations 1 and 2 are considered for
every j such that hj ¼ 1: Therefore, assuming n0 index cases,
the vector ag of dimension ðN2 n0Þ represents susceptibility
additive genetic effects, with agjs2

A;g   � Nð0;s2
A;gAgÞ; where

Ag is the relationship matrix excluding rows and columns
related to index cases. Also, eg is a vector of dimension
ðN2 n0Þ of susceptibility environmental effects, with
egjs2

E;g   � Nð0;s2
E;gIgÞ; where Ig is an identity matrix of di-

mension N2 n0:

Similarly, a variance componentmodel for the infectivity of
an infected individual j was defined as

logð fjÞ ¼ af ; j þ ef ; j; (3)

where af ; j is the infectivity additive genetic effect of j and ef ; j
is its infectivity environmental effect. Equation 3 is defined
for each j who can express infectivity, and this is the case if
there are remaining susceptibles in j’s group after its infec-
tion. Defining If as the number of individuals who can express
infectivity in the population, af represents the If -dimensional
vector of infectivity additive genetic effects such that
af js2

A; f  � Nð0;s2
A; fAf Þ and Af is the relationship matrix ex-

cluding rows and columns related to individuals who cannot
express infectivity. Additionally, ef represents the If -dimen-
sional vector of infectivity environmental effects with
ef js2

E; f  � Nð0;s2
E; f If Þ;where If is an identity matrix of dimen-

sion If : Note that the assumption of normal distribution for
the infectivity variance components implies that fj has a log-
normal distribution, which can have a skewed shape and
therefore can account for the observed occurrence of super-
spreaders (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005).

Within this framework, the individual force of infection of
thednIGEmodel is equivalent toahazard function (also called
force of mortality in survival analysis) when accounting for
unobserved heterogeneity using frailty terms. These frailty
terms represent susceptibility and infectivity effects that can
be captured from the data. In addition, b is the constant
baseline hazard function, which can be viewed as a popula-
tion mean effective contact rate. A particular case of the
dnIGE model was presented in Korsgaard et al. (1998),
who assumed a variance component structure for the log-
normal frailty that can be related to susceptibility. The dnIGE
model also extends the mixed survival model described in
Ducrocq and Casella (1996) to estimate genetic parameters
of time-to-event traits, where only one frailty term was
considered.

Estimating the dnIGE model parameters using
infection data

Likelihood function of the dnIGE model: For a population
where I individuals were recorded as infected within the ob-
servation period ½0;T�; the likelihood of the dnIGE model
defined in Equations 1–3 is a product of the probability of
observing the infection times of the nonindex cases and the
probability of not observing infections in the remaining sus-
ceptibles in the population, where the number of effective
contacts of each individual follows a Poisson process.

Derivation of the likelihood function for individual-level Pois-
sonprocesses in the context of infectious diseases can be found in
Brown et al. (2014), and the main idea is as follows: a nonindex
case individual j, if infected at tj; contributes to the likelihood as
the product of the probability of not observing infection up to tj
(its actual time of infection) and the probability of observing an
infection at tj: On the other hand, if the individual j was not
infected before the final observation time T, its contribution to
the likelihood is the probability that its infection is observed after
T. Note that the likelihood contributions of the index cases
cannot be evaluated as their transitions from susceptible to
(natural) infection cannot be observed. Therefore, defining
u ¼ ½a⊤g   a⊤f   e⊤g   e⊤f   s2

A; g   s2
A; f   s2

E; g   s2
E; f   b�⊤ as the vector

of unknown model parameters, the likelihood function is

LðuÞ ¼
Y
j:hj¼1
tj #T

�
ljðtjÞ

�
exp

�
2

Z tj

0
ljðtÞdt

���

3  
Y
j:hj¼1
tj .T

�
exp

�
2

Z T

0
ljðtÞdt

��
:

(4)

Substituting the individual infection rate ljðtÞ defined in
Equation 1 into Equation 4 and given the variance component
models for susceptibility and infectivity defined in Equations
2 and 3, respectively, the log-likelihood can be written as

logðLðuÞÞ ¼
X
j:hj¼1
tj #T

log

2
4beag; jþeg; j

X
k:pk¼pj

eaf ;kþef ;k lkðtjÞ
3
5

2b
X
j:hj¼1
tj #T

eag; jþeg; j
X

k:pk¼pj

ðtj2 tkÞeaf ;kþef ;k lkðtjÞ

2b
X
j:hj¼1
tj .T

eag; jþeg; j
X

k:pk¼pj

ðT2 tkÞeaf ;kþef ;k lkðtjÞ:

(5)

Bayesian inference: A paternal risk (i.e., sire) model was
adopted for the variance components of susceptibility and
infectivity, such that logðgjÞ ¼ ag;sð jÞ þ eg; j if j is a nonindex
case and logð fjÞ ¼ af ;sð jÞ þ ef ; j if j can express infectivity, with
sð jÞ representing the male parent of j, j ¼ 1; . . . ;N: Let S
be the number of male parents and let ag and af be the
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S-dimensional vectors representing the corresponding pa-
ternal additive genetic effects. Assuming unrelated male
parents and independence between susceptibility and infec-
tivity, prior distributions of additive genetic effects are
agjs2

S;g   � Nð0;s2
S;gISÞ and af js2

S; f   � Nð0;s2
S; f ISÞ; where

s2
S;g ¼ ð1=4Þs2

A;g; s
2
S; f ¼ ð1=4Þs2

A; f ; and IS is an identity ma-
trix of dimension S. As defined inModeling the infection events
accounting for genetic heterogeneity in host susceptibility and
infectivity: the dnIGE model, the priors for the environmental
effects are egjs2

E;g  � Nð0;s2
E;gIgÞ and ef js2

E; f  � Nð0;s2
E; f If Þ:

Inverse-gamma priors were considered for the paternal ad-
ditive genetic variances, defined as s2

S;g � IGðaS;g; nS;gÞ;
s2
S; f � IGðaS; f ; nS; f Þ; s2

E;g � IGðaE;g; nE;gÞ; and s2
E; f �

IGðaE; f ; nE; f Þ; with hyperparameters defined to represent
noninformative priors. Finally, a noninformative gamma
prior with hyperparameters a ¼ b ¼ 0:001 was used for
the effective contact rate b.

Exploiting the hierarchical parameter structure of the dnIGE
model, the joint posterior distribution of u can be written as

p
�
ag; af ; eg; ef ;s2

S;g;s
2
S; f ;s

2
E;g;s

2
E; f ;b

���t�
} LðuÞp

�
agjs2

S;g

�
p
�
af js2

S; f

�
p
�
egjs2

E;g

�
p
�
ef js2

E; f

�
3   p

�
s2
S;g

�
p
�
s2
S; f

�
p
�
s2
E;g

�
p
�
s2
E; f

�
pðbÞ:

(6)

The conditional density functions of the joint posterior distri-
bution above were implemented into a hybrid MCMC scheme
where the Gibbs sampling algorithm was applied to the
parameters whose conditional densities have standard forms
and the Metropolis–Hastings (MH) algorithm was used oth-
erwise (Gelman et al. 2003). Particularly, the evaluation of
the conditional density functions of the environmental effects
eg and ef considered that susceptible and infected individuals
contribute differently to the likelihood function defined in
Equation 4. The conditional posterior densities derived from
the posterior distribution in (6) can be found in Supporting
Information, File S1.

Adaptive Metropolis–Hastings and data augmentation of
unknown infection times: The MH algorithm depends on
proposal distributions to generate candidate values from
posterior distributions of model parameters. Usually, var-
iances of these proposals aremanually tuned according to the
acceptance rate of theMH algorithm (Gelman et al. 2003). As
discussed in Rosenthal (2011), manually tuning proposal
distributions is infeasible when dealing with high-dimensional
vectors of individual parameters, which is the case for addi-
tive genetic effects and environmental effects. Nevertheless,
automatic tuning of proposal distributions can be achieved
using adaptive MH methods, which periodically update the
proposal distribution based on acceptance rates over MCMC
iterations in an adaptiveway tomaximize the efficiency of the
sampling algorithm. For a review of adaptive MH methods,
see Rosenthal (2011). In the MCMC algorithm to estimate
the parameters of the dnIGE model, parent and individual
environmental effects were sampled one at a time through a

MH step based on a normal proposal distribution, whose
mean was equal to the current value of the chain, and the
proposal variance was tuned according to the algorithm pre-
sented in Roberts and Rosenthal (2009).

Additionally, Bayesian analysis of the dnIGEmodel initially
assumed known infection times t ¼ ½t1; . . . ; tI�⊤: In practice,
individual infection status is observed only at fixed sampling
times, such that the true infection time lies within the interval
ranging from the last sampling time that j was observed as
noninfected to the first sampling time that j was observed as
infected. Defining this interval as ½TB;j;TE;j�; the missing in-
fection time of each nonindex case infected individual j,
j ¼ 1; . . . I; can be treated as a latent variable and modeled
through data augmentation techniques (Tanner and Wong
1987). This can be implemented through an additional MH
step for each j with a uniform distribution on ½TB; j;TE; j� as a
proposal distribution. A data augmentation approach based
on the MH algorithm for unknown infection times was also
developed in Brown et al. (2014).

Model validation using data from simulated epidemics
for heterogeneous livestock populations

Although the methodology outlined in this section can be
applied to infectious diseases in human or livestock popula-
tions, our validation focused on family and group structures
that are typical for livestock, where we expect the initial
implementation of the dnIGE model.

Family structure and stochastic simulation of the epi-
demics: A Monte Carlo simulation study was carried out to
evaluate the estimates provided by the dnIGE model over a
range of scenarios that are realistic for livestock populations.
The scenarios were defined by varying population and group
size and frailty-scale heritabilities of susceptibility and in-
fectivity (by setting the unknown environmental variance
to one). Additionally, in practice infection data are seldom
exactly observed, so we varied the observation period ½0;T�;
resulting in a variety of disease prevalences depending on the
final observation time T. For the scenarios with unknown
infection times, we also varied the frequency that the disease
status of each individual was observed during the epidemic
(sampling frequency). To evaluate the sampling variation of
the model estimates, unless otherwise stated, 20 replicates of
each scenario were generated, with each replicate representing
a different simulated population where the infection data were
generated and the dnIGEmodel was fitted. Table 1 presents all
scenarios considered for evaluating the dnIGE model.

The base population was simulated following a parental
half-sib structure,where 100 siresweremated to 20dams and
all parentswere unrelated. A polygenicmodelwas considered
for the genetic architecture of the traits, with additive genetic
effects of the base population sampled from a normal distri-
bution with additive genetic variances s2

A;g and s2
A; f for sus-

ceptibility and infectivity, respectively. Also, additive genetic
effects of offspring were obtained by adding the mean of the
additive genetic effects of their parents to a Mendelian
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sampling term, obtained from a normal distribution with zero
mean and variance given by half of the trait additive genetic
variance. It was generated one offspring permating, resulting
in a population of size 2000: To test whether the dnIGE
model provides useful estimates for small populations, we
also show results for N ¼ 500 (25 sires with 20 dams per
sire). Offspring environmental effects were generated from
a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance for
both susceptibility and infectivity. Then, the frailties associ-
ated with these two traits were calculated for the offspring
population, using the variance component models defined in
Equations 2 and 3.

The epidemics were simulated in the offspring population,
where individuals were randomly allocated into groups of
equal sizes. Ineachgroup, an individualwas chosenat random
to be the index case responsible to start the outbreak. No
disease transmission was allowed between members of dif-
ferent groups. The transmission in each of these closed groups
was simulated using Gillespie’s direct method (Gillespie
1977), where the times between infections were simulated
from an exponential distribution with parameters given by
the sum of the infection rates of the susceptibles, represented
by ljðtÞ in Equation 1. After specifying the time of each in-
fection, the corresponding individual was chosen randomly
from the pool of remaining susceptibles, using their infection
rates as relative weightings. This iterative algorithm was in-
dependently run for each group until all the group members
were infected. Populations with different disease prevalences
were defined by setting the final observation time T accord-
ing to predefined prevalences, corresponding to a time when
a given proportion of individuals in the entire population
were recorded as infected. Note that disease prevalences in
each group at time T varied.

Fitting the dnIGE model to simulated infection data: The
paternal risk (sire) version of the dnIGEmodelwasfitted to all
simulated data sets, using the MCMC scheme described in
Estimating the dnIGE model parameters using infection data.

For each data set, two chains from the algorithm were gen-
erated to assess MCMC convergence, which was evaluated by
looking at trace and autocorrelation plots as well as by com-
puting the Gelman–Rubin statistic (Gelman et al. 2003). Each
chain comprised 100; 000 iterations, such that its first 50; 000
values were discarded (the burn-in period), and every 100th
value from the remaining iterations was used as draws from
the posterior distribution of the parameter of interest.

dnIGEmodel validation criteria: Currently, there is no avail-
able method that estimates heritabilities and genetic risks of
susceptibility and infectivity from longitudinal disease data.
To compare our model with existing methods and also to
evaluate the effect of neglecting variation in infectivity, a
restricted version of the model assuming variation only in
susceptibility (hereafter denoted the alternative model) was
also fitted to the simulated infection data. The alternative
model is equivalent to the semiparametric log-normal frailty
model proposed by Korsgaard et al. (1998) with a constant
baseline hazard rate. Estimates of the susceptibility parame-
ters of both models were then compared when varying the
heritability in infectivity, with the goal of evaluating the effect
of neglecting variation in this trait when modeling suscepti-
bility only.

Predictionaccuraciesweredefinedby the correlationof the
true (simulated) and estimated paternal additive genetic
effects for each underlying trait. Narrow sense heritability
estimates based on the paternal risk dnIGE model were de-
fined as 4ŝ2

S;g=ðŝ2
S;g þ ŝ2

E;gÞ and 4ŝ2
S; f=ðŝ2

S; f þ ŝ2
E; f Þ for sus-

ceptibility and infectivity, respectively, where ŝ represents
the variance estimate and the subscript S stands for sire.
Additionally, we estimated the proportion of the best and
worst 10% of male parents correctly identified by the
model.

Data availability

The R code used to generate the data to evaluate the dnIGE
model is available on request.

Table 1 Values of heritability, sample size, prevalence, group size, and sampling frequency (when infection time was
assumed unknown) considered in the simulated epidemics for validation of the dnIGE model

Susceptibility and
infectivity h2a,b

Infectivity
h2c Sample sizea Prevalenced Group sizeb

Sampling frequency for
unknown infection timese

0.2

0.4 500
0.3 2

0.1 0.4 2
0.33 0.5 5
0.4 0.6 10 10
0.67 0.7 30

0.8 0.8 2000 0.8 60
0.9 20
1

The base scenario assumed the values in boldface type and known infection times. Unknown environmental variance was set at 1.
a To evaluate the effect of heritability and sample size on estimates of heritability and effective contact rates (Figure 2 and Figure S1).
b To evaluate the effect of heritability and group size on heritability estimates, prediction accuracies, and sire ranking (Figure 4 and Figure S2).
c To evaluate the effect of genetic variation of infectivity on prediction accuracies (Figure 3).
d To evaluate the effect of disease prevalence on prediction accuracies (Figure 5).
e To evaluate the effect of sampling frequency on prediction accuracies (Figure 6).
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Results

Unless otherwise stated, the results presented in this section
refer to 20 replicates of a base scenario where heritability was
0.8 for both susceptibility and infectivity, simulated popula-
tions consisted of 2000 individuals allocated in groups of size
10, and the observation period was sufficiently long so that
the whole population was infected during the epidemic. Note
that a heritability of 0.8 for susceptibility and infectivity frail-
ties corresponds to a considerably lower heritability (�0.2, as
verified in simulation studies) for the recorded binary infec-
tion status, which is in line with the values recorded in the
literature (Lipschutz-Powell et al. 2012a).

Model fit and comparison

Posterior summaries of frailty-scale heritabilities and effective
contact rates are presented in Figure 2, which shows the 90%
credibility intervals for these parameters when fitting the
dnIGE model to 20 replicates. About 85% of the replicate
intervals cover the true heritability values used to simulate
the populations, indicating that the model can provide cali-
brated interval estimates for this parameter (Little 2011).
Credibility intervals for heritabilities of infectivity are wider
than the ones for susceptibility, which shows that it is more
difficult to capture genetic variation in infectivity. These in-
tervals also strongly indicate that posterior distributions of
population parameters provided by the dnIGE model tend to
be symmetric, except for heritability credibility intervals of
infectivity when the true value for this parameter was 0.4 (on
the frailty scale), where most of the posterior distributions
were right skewed. Furthermore, heritability posterior means
of susceptibility and infectivity are significantly larger than
zero for most of the replicates, showing that the dnIGEmodel
can capture genetic variation in both traits, if it exists. As
expected, uncertainty with respect to population parameter
estimates was larger when using smaller population sizes, as
reflected by much wider credibility intervals in most of the
replicates of size 500 (see Figure S1). However, genetic signal
of both traits could still be detected in this case.

Figure 3 shows prediction accuracies for susceptibility and
infectivity for different infectivity heritabilities obtained with
the dnIGE model. The plot shows an increasing trend in pre-
diction accuracies for infectivity, with increasing precision
(reflected by smaller standard errors) as infectivity heritabil-
ities increased. Also, predictions for susceptibility provided
by the dnIGE model were not affected by variation in infec-
tivity. On the other hand, when the alternative model ignor-
ing variation in infectivity was used, genetic variation in
infectivity reduced prediction accuracy of susceptibility in
the alternative model as well as the precision of these esti-
mates (Figure 3). These results show not only that variation
in infectivity can negatively affect accuracies in models that
account for genetic variation in susceptibility only, but also
that the dnIGE model can predict the genetic effects in both
traits, with the prediction accuracy of paternal genetic infec-
tivity risk depending on the genetic variation of this trait.

Effect of underlying trait heritabilities and group size on
heritability estimates and predictive accuracies

Figure 4 shows the effect of group size and genetic variation
(represented by different heritability values) on the perfor-
mance of the dnIGE model, where heritabilities for both sus-
ceptibility and infectivity were 0.4 and 0.8 for group sizes 2,
10, and 20. Greater genetic variation in susceptibility and
infectivity led to higher prediction accuracies for both traits
(Figure 4, A and B), but had little impact on the accuracy of
heritability estimates (Figure 4, C and D). Also, the quality of
the estimates was generally poorer for infectivity than for
susceptibility, as demonstrated by lower mean accuracies
and higher standard errors of heritability estimates associ-
ated with infectivity. Heritability estimates of both traits were
severely upward biased for group size 2, but realistic for
larger groups. Additionally, while prediction accuracies of
susceptibility paternal genetic effects increased with increas-
ing group size, the accuracy of infectivity paternal genetic
effects followed the opposite trend, reflecting a trade-off be-
tween predicting infectivity and predicting susceptibility ge-
netic effects with respect to group size.

Heritability and group size also seem to affect the identi-
fication of best and worst male parents according to their
predicted genetic merit, as shown in Figure S2. The propor-
tion of correctly identified among best andworst 10% ofmale
parents varied between 30% and 67% for susceptibility and
between 25% and 47% for infectivity, showing that it is easier
for the dnIGEmodel to identify the least andmost genetically
susceptibles than the least and most genetically infectious.
Also, while heritability has a positive effect on the predictive
ability of the dnIGE model for both traits, group size has a
large impact on the proportion of correctly identified best and
worst male parents according to susceptibility but little im-
pact on the identification of least and most infectious male
parents (Figure S2).

Model performance for different observation periods
and sampling frequencies

Figure 5 shows prediction accuracies of estimated paternal
genetic effects and posterior mean heritability estimates,
obtainedwhen fitting the dnIGEmodel to simulated data sets
that considered different observation periods ½0;T�; such that
disease prevalences in these data sets varied from 20% to
100%: Heritability estimates for both susceptibility and in-
fectivity were similar for disease prevalences .50%; but
upward biased with large standard errors when disease prev-
alence was lower. The upward bias was particularly large for
infectivity. These results suggest that, although it may not be
possible to obtain reliable heritability estimates when using
infection data with low disease prevalences, it is not required
to observe the entire epidemics to accurately estimate sus-
ceptibility and infectivity genetic parameters. Figure 5 also
shows that prediction accuracies of genetic risk increase with
disease prevalence, with consistently greater prediction ac-
curacies for susceptibility than for infectivity.
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As would be expected, the highest prediction accuracies of
additive genetic paternal risk were obtained if infection time
was known, and they tend to increase with sampling fre-
quency (Figure 6). Most importantly, prediction accuracies
were relatively high even for low sampling frequencies, in-
dicating that the epidemics do not need to be observed very
frequently to obtain accurate predictions of genetic risk in
becoming infected or transmitting infection. However, very
low infectivity prediction accuracies were obtained when re-
cording the disease status of individuals only twice (Figure
6B), and this accuracy was close to zero when cross-sectional
data were used, where the disease status was observed only
at the final observation time T (results not shown).

Discussion

Even though the effect of host heterogeneity on the severity of
disease epidemics has long been recognized (Woolhouse et al.
1997; Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005; Doeschl-Wilson et al. 2011),
there is currently no available methodology that can accu-
rately disentangle the different sources of individual varia-
tion inherent in disease data such as susceptibility and
propensity to infect group members. Our methodology com-
bines previous quantitative genetic models of disease traits
with nonlinear stochastic modeling of the individual-level
infection process. Furthermore, by exploringmodern Bayesian
computational techniques, it results in the first statistical
model that not only accounts for the frequently modeled var-
iation in host susceptibility, but also can fully capture the usu-
ally neglected genetic variation in host infectivity. As
highlighted by numerous authors (Lipschutz-Powell et al.
2012a,b; Anche et al. 2014; Brooks-Pollock et al. 2015), cap-
turing genetic variation in infectivity in quantitative genetic

models of infectious diseases has been so far an open challenge
due to the lack of statistical methodologies to accurately esti-
mate parameters associated with this trait. The lack of infer-
ence methods accounting for heterogeneity in infectivity has
also been long recognized in the statistical literature (see, for
example, Becker and Britton 1999). Therefore, the dnIGE
model pushes forward the genetic analysis of infectious dis-
eases by exploring the genetic variation in a trait whose indi-
vidual effects are currently not estimated in disease genetic
studies but greatly influence the spread of infectious diseases.

By identifying individuals with high genetic risk for con-
tracting and transmitting infections, the dnIGE model offers
previously recognized advances in livestock disease control
through selective breeding and also for predicting and con-
trolling the emergence of disease outbreaks in human pop-
ulations. Lloyd-Smith et al. (2005) inferred the presence of
superspreaders in all of the eight available data sets collected
from recent disease outbreaks, indicating that superspread-
ing is a common phenomenon. Since we used the log-normal
distribution to represent the skewed distributions assumed
for host infectivity and susceptibility, the dnIGE model can
identify superspreaders. Most importantly, the fact that we
could identify approximately half of the parental males with
the highest additive genetic risk for infectivity in the simula-
tion study demonstrates that the model has the capacity to
infer whether superspreading is genetically controlled.

Existingmodels currentlydonot fullyaccount forpolygenic
variation in infectivity, which may affect their estimates of
genetic risk in susceptibility, especially if genetic superspreaders
exist. Our results showed that, while accuracies of genetic risk in
susceptibility from the dnIGE model remained robust regard-
less of the magnitude of the genetic variation in infectivity,
estimates of genetic risk in susceptibility from an equivalent

Figure 2 (A–F) Bayesian credible inter-
vals for heritabilities of susceptibility
(A and D), infectivity (B and E), and also
for effective contact rate b (C and F),
obtained by fitting the dnIGE model to
20 replicates of generated data sets of
sample size 2000; using 10 individuals
per group. Heritabilities used were 0.4
(A–C) and 0.8 (D–F). Gray lines indi-
cate true heritabilities (A,B,D,E) and
true effective contact rates (C,F). Dots
represent posterior means.
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model accounting for this trait only were less accurate as
genetic variation in infectivity increased. Hence, even when
the interest is solely on estimates of genetic risk in suscepti-
bility, it may be important to account for genetic variation in
infectivity when modeling infectious disease data.

Following the overwhelming evidence emerging in genetic
analyses of disease traits, our model assumes that host sus-
ceptibility and infectivity are polygenic traits, i.e., controlled
by many genes with small effects (Bishop and Woolliams
2014). Alternative approaches that consider genetic variation
in infectivity assume that this trait and susceptibility are fully
controlled by single independent loci explaining all of the
variation in them (see Lipschutz-Powell et al. 2012a; Anche
et al. 2014; Pooley et al. 2014). Anche et al. (2014) argued
that, since selection for disease traits aims to reduce epidemic
risk and disease prevalence, genetic improvement should
focus on reduction of the basic reproduction ratio (R0), which
is a central parameter in epidemiology determining risk and
size of an epidemic (Keeling and Rohani 2008), and defined
R0 as a function of susceptibility and infectivity allelic effects.
Although this has allowed investigation of how selection re-
sponse in R0 is influenced by allele effects and other factors
such as genetic relatedness, it would be difficult to extend
their approach to polygenic traits.

Pooley et al. (2014) developed an algorithm to simulta-
neously estimate susceptibility and infectivity, also assuming
major gene effects for both traits. Their model is an extension
of the multitype epidemic models (Britton 1998), with dif-
ferent susceptible-infectious-recovered (SIR) models repre-
senting individual genotypes and an MCMC algorithm to
estimate parameters of these coupled SIR processes. Al-
though assuming major gene effects allows the search for
candidate genes affecting susceptibility and infectivity and
it also implies a small parameter space, therefore simplifying
inference, extension of their methods to accommodate an

infinitesimal genetic model is not straightforward, as the
number of SIR processes included in their algorithm in-
creases with the number of gene effects.

Validation of the dnIGE model for a variety of simulated
scenarios provided valuable insights regarding requirements
for experimental designs and data collection to obtain reliable
genetic parameter estimates for both host susceptibility and
infectivity. Our methodology can be applied to disease data
from humans, plants, and livestock. The dnIGE model pro-
duced accurate estimates for additive genetic variance and
paternal genetic risk for both contracting and transmitting
infections for populations comprising 2000 individuals. Al-
though this matches the typical requirements for quantitative
genetic studies of disease traits, larger sample sizes might be
possibly needed if interest is on estimated genetic variation in
infectivity when heritability on this trait is very low. However,
given that susceptibility and infectivity are indirect genetic
effects, estimation of genetic parameters also requires related
individuals to be distributed across different epidemiological
groups (Muir 2005; Anche et al. 2014). In our simulations,
paternal offspring were allocated randomly into equally sized
groups comprising 2–20 individuals, corresponding to
1000–100 epidemic groups. Such stratification is more likely
for livestock and fish than for human populations, as individ-
ual sires can have a large number (e.g., 20) of offspring in
different herds or experimental groups. Therefore our model
validation focused primarily on scenarios that are realistic for
domestic livestock and fish, which we consider as the primary
target (although not the single target as outlined below) for
applying our newly developed methods.

In line with previous results of IGE models (Bijma 2010;
Ødegård and Olesen 2011), group size was found to have a
substantial, but opposite effect on genetic parameter esti-
mates of susceptibility and infectivity. While few larger
groups are favorable for estimating susceptibility, many small

Figure 3 Influence of genetic variation in in-
fectivity on prediction accuracies for suscepti-
bility and infectivity additive genetic paternal
effects obtained from the dnIGE model com-
pared to the alternative approach (Korsgaard
et al. 1998) that ignores genetic variation in
infectivity. Bars in the plot represent mean pre-
diction accuracy while the lines represent that
estimate plus or minus its standard error over
20 replicates. Heritability of 0.8 was considered
for susceptibility, with population size 2000
and group size 10.
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groups tend to produce better infectivity estimates. Intui-
tively, this can be explained as follows: as highly susceptible
individuals tend to become infected at lower infection pres-
sure and thus earlier relative to less susceptible individuals,
and individual infection pressure increases with the number
of infecteds, larger group sizes provide more information on
the order of infection. This results in better accuracy and
precision of susceptibility genetic parameter estimates. On
the other hand, without detailed information on who infects
whom, larger groups increase the potential confounding
among the expressions of infectivity from different infected
individuals, as it becomes more difficult to disentangle the
individual infectivities from the infected individuals that
might have transmitted the infection to the susceptibles as
group size increases. This confounding is particularly severe
at the later stages of infection when many individuals are
infected. This may explain the deterioration of prediction
accuracies and heritability estimates of infectivity in larger
groups. Additionally, although our methodology works best
for infection data with high disease prevalence, the dnIGE
model can also provide reliable estimates of infectivity and
susceptibility genetic parameters when fitted to data with
low disease prevalence, where information for inference is
reduced.

In domestic livestock, challenge infection experiments
have proved useful for identifying genetic regulation of

disease resistance (Vallejo et al. 1998; Lunney et al. 2011;
Ødegård and Olesen 2011; Hamzic et al. 2014). In many of
these studies all animals are infected with a given pathogen
dose. However, this type of experiment is not suitable when
interest is on improving both infectivity and susceptibility. To
quantify genetic variation in both traits, it is necessary to
observe how the disease is transmitted naturally in the pop-
ulation. Experimentally, this could be achieved by artificially
infecting some animals (usually called donors), allocating
them into closed groups with susceptible individuals (the
recipients), and recording the disease status of the recipients
in each group at multiple points in time.

Previous attempts to simultaneously estimate genetic pa-
rameters associatedwith infectivity and susceptibility focused
on IGE models for binary data observed at a single time point
during the epidemics (Lipschutz-Powell et al. 2012a,b) or at
the equilibrium state of an epidemic (Anche et al. 2014).
Several studies have demonstrated (e.g., Gitterle et al. 2006;
Ødegård et al. 2007; Pérez-Cabal et al. 2009; Vazquez et al.
2009) that the predictive ability of quantitative genetic
models of disease resistance can be improved by using longi-
tudinal data rather than cross-sectional records of the
dynamic infection process. Similar arguments apply for
inferring infectivity estimates: sequential records of the bi-
nary disease phenotype provide richer information about the
true infection times and thus about potential transmission

Figure 4 Effect of group size on model estimates. (A–D) Mean prediction accuracies of paternal effects (A and B, with lines representing plus or minus
standard error of that mean over 20 replicates) and posterior mean heritabilities (C and D, with black lines representing plus or minus standard error of
that mean over 20 replicates) obtained when fitting the dnIGE model to simulated data sets considering 2, 10, and 20 individuals per group, using
heritabilities 0.4 (A and C) and 0.8 (B and D) for both susceptibility and infectivity. Gray lines in C and D indicate true heritabilities.
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routes. Assuming that longitudinal binary disease data are
available, we considered time to infection as the disease phe-
notype for our models and we used data augmentation tech-
niques to incorporate the uncertainty regarding unknown
infection times into the model. Our results show that the
dnIGE model can provide unbiased heritability estimates of
infectivity, therefore fully capturing genetic variation in this
trait from longitudinal disease records. It was also verified
that heritability estimates of infectivity are largely dependent
on sample size. Additionally, predictive ability of the dnIGE
model is not severely compromised by having only few re-
peated measurements. Moreover, predictions for genetic risk
based on inexact infection timeswere not drastically different
from the predictions one would obtain if infection times were
exact. Our results therefore suggest that, even though the
population should be observed at multiple points in time to
fully capture genetic variation in infectivity and susceptibility,
the sampling frequency to observe the disease status of indi-
viduals does not need to be high.

ThednIGEmodel canbeviewedas anextended class of IGE
models that not only allows for nonnormally distributed traits
andnonlinearity among genetic parameters, but also captures
the dynamic interaction of the infection process. Since it was
theoretically and empirically shown that accounting for in-
direct genetic effects increases the response to selection of a
trait affected by social interactions (Muir 2005; Bijma et al.
2007a,b), including diseases (Lipschutz-Powell et al. 2012a),
this would imply that many characteristics of IGEs also apply
to infectivity, such as the need for related individuals across

groups (also shown by Anche et al. 2014) and the negative
effect on selection response if this trait is not accounted for. In
addition, as was developed for linear IGE models (Bijma
2010; Ødegård and Olesen 2011; Anche et al. 2014), further
research in optimizing experimental designs using group size
and composition to maximize prediction accuracies is war-
ranted. Particularly, it would be interesting to verify whether
groups containing related individuals can increase predictive
accuracy (as shown by Bijma 2010; Ødegård and Olesen
2011) when compared to random allocation of individuals
into groups, which was used in this study.

For the development of the dnIGE model, we focused on
simple epidemiological SI models that assume that animals
remain infected once the disease has been transmitted to
them. This holds for several important diseases in livestock
such as Marek’s disease in chickens, infectious pancreatic
necrosis in salmon, and bovine tuberculosis in cattle (Vallejo
et al. 1998; Bishop and Woolliams 2014). Since the expres-
sion for individual infection rate in Equation 1 is based on a
Poisson process for the number of infections that each animal
can acquire, the dnIGE model falls into the class of recurrent
event models in survival analysis (Kalbfleisch and Prentice
2011). Hence, the methodology proposed here can be also
applied to diseases that allow recovery or recurrent infec-
tions. Ourmodel can also be easily extended to accommodate
other sources of genetic variation, such as recovery or contact
rate, and to accommodate survival rather than infection data.

Further work is warranted to accommodate potentially
additional sources of heritable variation into our model. We

Figure 5 Effect of disease prevalence on model estimates. (A and B) Mean prediction accuracies of paternal additive genetic effects (A) and posterior
mean heritabilities (B) obtained when fitting the dnIGE model to simulated data sets, using group size 10, heritability 0.8, and population disease
prevalence ranging from 0.2 to 1. Black lines in A and B represent plus or minus standard error of mean predictive accuracy and heritability, respectively,
over 10 replicates. Gray line in B indicates true heritabilities.
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assumed that individuals can be immediately diagnosed as
infected upon infection. However, this may not be the case
when genetic variation in tolerance affects the time of onset of
detectable symptoms, for example. Moreover, we assumed
that infectivity and susceptibility are independent, which is
the case where the model benefits most from accounting for
variation in both traits. In the Bayesian analysis of the dnIGE
model both genetic and environmental variances of suscep-
tibility and infectivity were modeled using inverse gamma
distributions. Although a straightforward generalization of
these priors is an inverse Wishart distribution, Gelman and
Hill (2006) point out that this distributionmay not be flexible
enough to express the lack of information about covariance
matrices, since noninformative priors for their covariance
components might significantly restrict the possible range
of values of the variances. Hence, a detailed evaluation
should be developed by comparing different prior distribu-
tions that can be considered to represent the uncertainty
regarding putative dependencies between infectivity and
susceptibility.

Estimates of paternal additive genetic effects (sire breeding
values) and heritabilities provided by the dnIGE model were
evaluatedusing apolygenic paternal risk (sire)model for both
infectivity and susceptibility, where the male parents were
assumedunrelated.Weconsidered this approachas themodel
was evaluated using several replicates and a variety of sce-
narios by considering different heritabilities, sampling fre-
quencies, anddiseaseprevalences aswell as groupand sample
sizes. The model could also be fitted assuming an animal
model for these traits, as described in Equations 2 and 3. In

this case, the computational costs associated with the MCMC
algorithm would significantly increase to incorporate the ge-
netic relationship matrix and additional progeny information
into the conditional posterior distributions of the parameters.

Moreover, if genomic information from the population is
available in the form of SNPmarkers, the proposedmodel can
be applied to identify genetic loci affecting infectivity pheno-
types. While important SNPs have already been found for
susceptibility (Houston et al. 2008; Ødegård et al. 2011), the
lack of statistical methods has hindered the search for infec-
tivity genes. Moreover, application of the dnIGE model in live-
stock production using information from dense SNP markers
would enable genomic selection based on the genomic breed-
ing values for both susceptibility and infectivity, therefore
avoiding constantly exposing animals to infection without
the need to discover causative genetic variants of infectivity.

Finally, although the focus for our model applications has
been primarily on livestock, we anticipate that the dnIGE
model also has useful applications in the control of infectious
diseases in humans. Modeling human genetic variation in
infectivity it is an open challenge for infectious disease mod-
elers, since current methods to estimate infectiousness and
susceptibility in human disease outbreaks usually account for
individual heterogeneity in these traits through population
subgroups, defined by identifiable factors such as age and
vaccination. To apply the proposed methodology to human
epidemics the spreading mechanism must be incorporated
into the dnIGE model. This can be done, for example, by
assuming a community structure (such as the presence of
households) or by using contact networkmodels (Danon et al.

Figure 6 Effect of sampling frequency on model estimates. (A and B) Prediction accuracies of susceptibility (A) and infectivity (B) paternal additive
genetic effects obtained for model estimates from simulated data sets, using group size 10 and heritability 0.8 and for both known and unknown
infection times. Sampling frequencies used for the unknown infection time case were 2, 5, 10, 30, and 60, with population disease prevalence 0.90.
Lines in the plots represent mean estimate plus or minus its standard error over 10 replicates.
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2011), which have been successfully applied in infectious
disease modeling. In the first step toward disentangling hu-
man individual variation in susceptibility and infectivity the
genetic variance structure of themodel can be ignored, there-
fore avoiding the requirement of having related individuals in
different groups. Thus, by extending the proposed method-
ology with existing methods to account for the nonhomoge-
neous contact structure in human epidemic data, the dnIGE
model can offer potential impacts to public health by identi-
fying individuals at high risk of becoming infected or trans-
mitting infections.

In conclusion, our results suggest that thednIGEmodel can
reliably identify individuals with high genetic risk for con-
tracting or transmitting infections from inexact information
on time to infection. The model constitutes an important step
indetectinggenetic signal innoisyfielddiseasedata, therefore
potentially affecting genetic disease control.
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File S1 Conditional posterior densities of the dnIGE model

parameters

Using the joint posterior distribution of the dnIGE model parameters, it can be found that

the conditional posterior distributions of the variances are

σ2
S,g|· ∼ IG

(
S/2 + αS,g,

a>g ag

2
+ νS,g

)
, (1)

σ2
S,f |· ∼ IG

(
S/2 + αS,f ,

a>f af

2
+ νS,f

)
, (2)

σ2
E,g|· ∼ IG

(
(N − n0)/2 + αE,g,

e>g eg

2
+ νE,g

)
, (3)

and

σ2
E,f |· ∼ IG

(
If/2 + αE,f ,

e>f ef

2
+ νE,f

)
. (4)

Therefore samples from the conditional posteriors of the variances can be obtained by

applying the Gibbs sampling algorithm. This algorithm can also be used to sample from

the conditional posterior distribution of β, which is a gamma distribution such that

β|· ∼ Gamma

a+ I − n0, b+
∑
j:hj=1

gj
∑

k:pk=pj

(τj − τk)fklk(τj)

 . (5)

In the conditional posterior of the susceptibility additive genetic effect of each sire i, the

log-likelihood was evaluated only for the offspring of i which are not index cases. These

animals are represented by the set lg,i = {j : hj = 1 ∩ s(j) = i}. Hence, the log-conditional
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posterior of ag,i, i = 1, . . . , S, is,

log(p(ag,i|·)) ∝ log(L(θ)p(ag|σ2
A,g)) (6)

∝
∑
j:j∈lg,i
τj≤T

ag,s(j) − β
∑
j:j∈lg,i
τj≤T

eag,s(j)+eg,j
∑

k:pk=pj

(τj − τk)lk(τj)eaf,s(k)+ef,k

− β
∑
j:j∈lg,i
τj>T

eag,s(j)+eg,j
∑

k:pk=pj

(T − τk)lk(τj)eaf,s(k)+ef,k −
a2g,i

2σ2
S,g

.

Additionally, in the conditional posterior of the infectivity additive genetic effect of each

sire i, the log-likelihood is evaluated for each animal j that has a group mate who is an

offspring of sire i and infected before j. These animals are represented by the set

lf,i = {j : τj > min {τk : pk = pj ∩ s(k) = i}}

Hence the log-conditional posterior of af,i, i = 1, . . . , S is,

log(p(af,i|·)) ∝ log(L(θ)p(af |σ2
A,f )) (7)

∝
∑
j:j∈lf,i
τj≤T

log

 ∑
k:pk=pj

lk(τj)e
af,s(k)+ef,k


− β

∑
j:j∈lf,i
τj≤T

eag,s(j)+eg,j
∑

k:pk=pj

(τj − τk)lk(τj)eaf,s(k)+ef,k

− β
∑
j:j∈lf,i
τj>T

eag,s(j)+eg,j
∑

k:pk=pj

(T − τk)lk(τj)eaf,s(k)+ef,k −
a2f,i

2σ2
S,f

.

Since equations (6) and (7) do not have standard forms, samples from the conditional

posterior distributions of infectivity and susceptibility sire effects were obtained through

the MH algorithm.This MCMC method was also applied to sample from the conditional

distributions of the environmental effects. As these effects are assumed independent, the

log-conditional posterior of the susceptibility environmental effect of each animal j which
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is not an index case is

log(p(eg,j|·)) ∝ log(L(θ)p(eg,j|σ2
E,g)) (8)

∝

eg,j − eag,s(j)+eg,jβ
∑

k:pk=pj

(τj − τk)lk(τj)eaf,s(k)+ef,k

 δj
−

eag,s(j)+eg,jβ
∑

k:pk=pj

(T − τk)lk(τj)eaf,s(k)+ef,k

 (1− δj)

−
e2g,j

2σ2
E,g

.

where δj = 1 if animal j was observed as infected during the observation period and δj = 0

otherwise.

In the conditional posterior of the infectivity environmental effect of each infected animal

j, the log-likelihood is evaluated for its group mates who were infected after j, as individuals

can only express infectivity after getting infected and if there are remaining susceptibles in

their groups after infection. Hence, the log-conditional posterior of the enviromental effect

of animal j, j = 1, . . . , I is

log(p(ef,j|·)) ∝ log(L(θ)p(ef,j|σ2
E,f )) ∝ (9)∑

i:pi=pj
τi≥τj

{
log

[ ∑
k:pk=pi

lk(τi)e
af,s(k)+ef,k

]
− βeag,s(i)+eg,i

∑
k:pk=pi

(τi − τk)lk(τi)eaf,s(k)+ef,k
}
δi

− β
∑
i:pi=pj
τi>T

{
eag,s(i)+eg,i

∑
k:pk=pi

(T − τk)lk(τi)eaf,s(k)+ef,k
}

(1− δi)−
e2f,j

2σ2
E,f

.
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S2 Additional plots from the Results Section
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Figure S1: Bayesian credible intervals for heritabilities of susceptibility (A,D), infectivity
(B,E) and also for effective contact rate β (C,F), obtained by fitting the dnIGE model to 20
replicates of generated datasets of sample size 500 using 10 individuals per group. Heritabil-
ities used were 0.4 (plots A-C) and 0.8 (plots D-F). Gray lines indicate true heritabilities
(A,B,D,E) and true effective contact rates (C,F). Dots represent posterior means
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Figure S2: Mean proportion of the 10% worst (plots A,B) and best sires (plots C,D)
correctly identified by the dnIGE model for simulated datasets using group size 2, 10 and
20 and heritabilities 0.4 (A,C) and 0.8 (B,D) for both susceptibility and infectivity. Black
lines represent mean proportion ± its standard error over 20 replicates
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